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We observed consistent position norm estimates in both open 
and occluded (at sub device #0) cases with a small error (a few cm). 
In this test, it relied mostly on the master device estimates (green).

We observed consistent position norm estimates in both open 
and occluded (also at sub device #1) cases with a small error (a few cm). 
In this case, it output weighted average (green) of master and sub device #0,
deviating from a single device estimate slightly (red).

We observed consistent position norm estimates in both ambient 
light-only and additional light cases with a very small error (a couple cm). 
In this experiment, there was not much illumination distortion perhaps
due to the strength of the light source.
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RESULTS

METHOD

PROBLEM
Setting up a motion capture environment for human 
pose analysis is reliable, yet costly and typically 
restricted to a fixed lab space. On the other hand, a 
single camera vision-based system is less expensive 
and maybe prone to erros due to occlusion and 
illumination changes, but is highly portable. 
We extend the Azure Kinect DK’s capability to track 
body joints by synchronizing multiple devices to 
mitigate the effects of occlusion and illumination
at a much lower cost and with higher portability. 

We leverage the body data from each Kinect to output 
a more precise weighted average.

1. Configure devices in daisy-chain 
     method (RS-232)

2. Track joints from each device

3. Compute average of the joint 
     positions from all devices

4. Transform positions from subordinate 
     mode devices onto master device 
     RGB camera space

5. Project 3-D homogeneous points 
    onto 2-D display window

2-device system (green: synced, red/blue: each device)

3-device system (green: synced, red: single)

https://andyj1.github.io/kinect/https://andyj1.github.io/kinect/

Synced joint estimates fall in between the estimated positions 
from each device. 
Caveats
     The estimates varies largely by environment and posture.
     There is a slight offset from actual present due to parallax. 

    Joint angles at locations 
    A-L from elbow to ankle 
       (see webpage for assignment)


